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This module allows you to streamline maintenance activities through proper scheduling to
minimize the break down of machinery and also provide a history of such machinery
maintenance. The module keeps track of all scheduled maintenance, which are determined on
the basis of pre-defined parameters so that managers obtain advance intimation on
forthcoming maintenance requirements. The module also generates over due reports if any
maintenance has been missed out.

Sales & Marketing Module
Sales is the most important and essential
function for the existence of an organization. The
Sales and Marketing module handles all the
activities for domestic and export sales of an
organization such as maintaining customer and
product databases, agent wise order tracking
with schedule wise confirmations such as DC
generation and Invoicing, and generating export
documents. Besides all this, important analysis
reports are provided to guide decision-making
and strategy planning

Founded in 1985, Sathguru Management Consultants has two decades of experience in supplying
integrated business process solutions to many leading small and medium enterprises and multi-national
companies. We have developed consulting services in the areas where we know we can have a positive
impact on your results. A pioneer in blending consulting expertise with information technology solutions,
Sathguru has developed Mid Enterprise Resource Planning solutions to an array of different industry
verticals which include Sugar, Textiles, Fast Moving Consumer Goods, Micro Credit, Agro Processing and
Biotechnology Industries.
Sathguru prides itself in leading its clients on a journey of growth by providing scalable solution
customized to client requirements, with the sole objective of enhancing the client’s competitive advantage.
Sathguru has been credited with repeat client orders through its ability to foresee future client needs at an
early stage and thereby deliver solutions to clients well ahead of time.
With the state-of-the-art software development center at Hyderabad, India, Sathguru has attained the
expertise to design, develop, test and deliver solutions for both Microsoft and Oracle Technologies. We
specialize in providing "integrated solutions" to client specific needs. Our capability to build audit trails in
systems design and transaction control have led to building “just the right" solutions in the most costeffective manner, with the added benefits of customization and scalability.
Sathguru’s ability to implement solutions at client locations with trained manpower to handle "human
change" and adaptability to new technologies has been appreciated by many.

Payroll Module
Employees are the invaluable assets in any
organization. The Payroll module facilitates all the
payroll related activities and can be customized to
suit any type of salary structure and reporting
structure. A detailed employee database is
integrated with the module to enable tracking of
salary received, attendance and leave availed of
each employee.

Advantages
¤ Highly parameterized, suitable for any organization. Reduction in data entry
¤ Automation of recruitment procedure and maintenance of candidate databank
¤ Track of employee history of appraisals, promotions, transfer and separation
¤ Uploading of attendance from various attendance recording machines
¤ Generation of various statutory reports

Central Excise Accounting System
The Central Excise Systems module enables
organizations to facilitate export processes by
generating commercial invoices with packing
lists, inspection information, shipment advices
and shipment details.
Advantages
¤ Different types of orders to suit varied needs of
customers
¤ Easy Stock Transfer between warehouses for
multi-location companies
¤ Tracking CENVAT accounting.
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Hyderabad, India, 500 034 Phone : +91 40 2335 6975, 2335 0586, 2335 6507
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Sathguru@Textiles
Sathguru@Textiles is an integrated ERP solution, facilitating coverage of most of the
operations of a textile mill. It is designed to monitor production process outputs and to
link such productivity to employees at machine level, either on individual basis or as
groups. The application developed by Sathguru Management Consultants,
Hyderabad, merges the company's skills in developing efficient business processes
with their expertise in developing high quality Oracle based solutions to bring you a
comprehensive ERP solution guaranteed to improve efficiency.
Unlike other similar solutions, Sathguru@Textiles is based on a robust Oracle 9i
platform that ensures proper functioning at high capacities. This translates to almost
limitless growth possibilities for the application with no corresponding loss in
performance. Sathgur@Textiles stays with you as your company grows, serving your
company efficiently at all times.
Sathguru@Textiles is a one stop solution for managing all your company's processes
such as data management and warehousing, account maintenance, process
scheduling, report generation and much more. The application enables automation of
various user process requirements and comprises nine highly integrated modules that
function seamlessly to enable quick and efficient accomplishment of the various tasks
in the company. There is nil redundancy of data entry, thereby improving speed and
ease of operation.
A key feature of Sathguru@Textiles is a highly compliant report generator that functions
across all modules that enables users to generate customized reports to suit any
requirement that they may have. The reports may be customized to incorporate various
parameters across the different modules, thus simplifying to the click of a few keys and
waiting a few moments for what would otherwise have taken many people, across
various departments, many hours to prepare.

Finance Module
This module streamlines the financial systems and operations of a company. All vouchers relating to journal
entries, sales, purchase, receipt and payment are recorded. This module allows you to generate balance
sheets, general ledgers, trail balances, profit & loss statements and daybooks and other transactional reports.
Advantages
¤ Provision for two open financial years
¤ On-line and batch posting of vouchers
¤ Multi-currency transactions
¤ Complete TDS functionality
¤ Drill down reports to voucher level
¤ Multi balance sheet format flexibility.

20 years of multidisciplinary strategic business experience have given Sathguru great
domain knowledge.
The blended consulting and auditing experience has also helped us to understand the
industry practices thoroughly. That's how our product emerged into the market.

The module tracks the different types of
materials and materials used in the
manufacture of yarns. The application
tracks all contracts between supplier and
manufacturer and allows you to allot the
contracted material to different units. It
helps create purchase orders along with
the quality check parameters. It tracks
receipt notes with unique supplier lot
numbers and bale numbers and other
details to facilitate ease of accounting. The module tracks unit wise, variety wise, supplier
lot number wise, and mill lot number wise material issues.
Advantages:
This module will keep track of all the necessary information right from suppliers to
materials with various parameters and codes.

Fixed Assets Module
The Fixed Assets module takes care of an organization's assets logistics. Depreciation can be calculated using
either a straight line method or a written down value method. Important reports are generated through the
system, which gives a record of the depreciation for different groups of assets.

Purchase Module

Purchasing is a strategic function in any company, and this module
automates the entire purchasing cycle for goods and services,
resulting in greater efficiencies. The modular structure of this
application allows you to start with the modules you need now and
add more as your company's requirements change. The
application helps you make cost effective and informed decisions.
Detailed reports will keep you informed throughout the supply
chain management process.

While Sathguru@Textiles has been built to enhance productivity and competitiveness
of the user and can be quickly and easily adopted at units without extensive
customization, this does not mean that it is rigid. The application is extremely scalable
and customizable by the user and is designed to grow and evolve as the company does
the same.

The Evolution of the Textile Solution

Raw Material

Your company gains better buying clout as you consolidate vendors and negotiate better prices through larger
volumes. The application will also house approved catalogs and maintain records on items ordered. It will also
track item inventory and compare spending against budgets for the time periods you designate. It reduces
unnecessary spending, eliminates common errors, prevents double entries, eliminates approval hierarchy
bottlenecks and automates the purchasing workflow.

Depot Management
This stock accounting module functions
like an inventory and accounts the inhouse stock level so as to dispatch the end
products to your customers on schedule. It
covers all the features of an ideal depot
management system e.g. order
confirmation from the agents, stock
transfer from several manufacturing units,
stock return to the units, generation of a
delivery challan and invoice while
dispatching goods to the customers, sales returns from the customers etc. The system is
also linked with a financial accounting system to account cash and credit sales to the
customers and to maintain the accounts and other cash and bank transactions. The
system is efficient enough to generate aging reports, which helps you to quickly identify
long-term debtors and initiate collection processes.

Production Module
The system focuses on accounting a
typical spinning mill's production
processes such as Karding, Combing,
Drawing, Roving, Spinning, and Winding.

Inventory Module
PRODUCT

Client feedback
Implementation at clients location
Methodical In House Product Development

Domain Knowledge

The Inventory Management module helps you identify inventory
requirements, set targets, and report on actual and projected
inventory status. It effectively prevents inefficiency and wasted
capital expenditures on products that sit on the shelf. You can
optimize inventory levels, eliminate stock-outs, increase sales,
and squeeze the most out of the supply chain. The software
solution provides a real time, interactive picture of inventory flow
through the organization. It can also work with other financial and
accounting systems to provide the user an integrated view of the
business.

It accepts user configurable machine
parameters to arrive at machine outputs
and is also able to track environment
parameter values, which are used for
comparison and analysis. It is able to track
reasons for machine stoppage and generate analysis of such stoppages. The module
can also account for salable waste. It stores the Spin plans definition and executes the
spinning process in order to procure yarn.
"A primary process in the textile industry is the ginning process where cotton fibre is
isolated from the seedpods and seeds that constitute raw cotton. The Ginning feature
enables you to manage the various steps that comprise the ginning process. It also allows
you to manage the byproducts of the process that are employed in other industries.
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This module allows you to streamline maintenance activities through proper scheduling to
minimize the break down of machinery and also provide a history of such machinery
maintenance. The module keeps track of all scheduled maintenance, which are determined on
the basis of pre-defined parameters so that managers obtain advance intimation on
forthcoming maintenance requirements. The module also generates over due reports if any
maintenance has been missed out.

Sales & Marketing Module
Sales is the most important and essential
function for the existence of an organization. The
Sales and Marketing module handles all the
activities for domestic and export sales of an
organization such as maintaining customer and
product databases, agent wise order tracking
with schedule wise confirmations such as DC
generation and Invoicing, and generating export
documents. Besides all this, important analysis
reports are provided to guide decision-making
and strategy planning

Founded in 1985, Sathguru Management Consultants has two decades of experience in supplying
integrated business process solutions to many leading small and medium enterprises and multi-national
companies. We have developed consulting services in the areas where we know we can have a positive
impact on your results. A pioneer in blending consulting expertise with information technology solutions,
Sathguru has developed Mid Enterprise Resource Planning solutions to an array of different industry
verticals which include Sugar, Textiles, Fast Moving Consumer Goods, Micro Credit, Agro Processing and
Biotechnology Industries.
Sathguru prides itself in leading its clients on a journey of growth by providing scalable solution
customized to client requirements, with the sole objective of enhancing the client’s competitive advantage.
Sathguru has been credited with repeat client orders through its ability to foresee future client needs at an
early stage and thereby deliver solutions to clients well ahead of time.
With the state-of-the-art software development center at Hyderabad, India, Sathguru has attained the
expertise to design, develop, test and deliver solutions for both Microsoft and Oracle Technologies. We
specialize in providing "integrated solutions" to client specific needs. Our capability to build audit trails in
systems design and transaction control have led to building “just the right" solutions in the most costeffective manner, with the added benefits of customization and scalability.
Sathguru’s ability to implement solutions at client locations with trained manpower to handle "human
change" and adaptability to new technologies has been appreciated by many.

Payroll Module
Employees are the invaluable assets in any
organization. The Payroll module facilitates all the
payroll related activities and can be customized to
suit any type of salary structure and reporting
structure. A detailed employee database is
integrated with the module to enable tracking of
salary received, attendance and leave availed of
each employee.

Advantages
¤ Highly parameterized, suitable for any organization. Reduction in data entry
¤ Automation of recruitment procedure and maintenance of candidate databank
¤ Track of employee history of appraisals, promotions, transfer and separation
¤ Uploading of attendance from various attendance recording machines
¤ Generation of various statutory reports

Central Excise Accounting System
The Central Excise Systems module enables
organizations to facilitate export processes by
generating commercial invoices with packing
lists, inspection information, shipment advices
and shipment details.
Advantages
¤ Different types of orders to suit varied needs of
customers
¤ Easy Stock Transfer between warehouses for
multi-location companies
¤ Tracking CENVAT accounting.
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